**RAISED ADA INFO**

- **15' RADIUS** recessed into part
- **Ribs on underside of tabs**
- **Rib around perimeter of wedge part**
- **Recessed foundry logo, cavity number, cast date and shift tag**

**SECTION A-A**

- **Width varies:** 1.33 [33.7]
- **Ribs tapered (not tab):** 0.38 [9.7]
- **Ribs on top:** 0.38 [9.7]
- **Top view:** 2.00 [50.8]
- **Bottom view:** 1.09 [27.7]

**NOTES:**

1) **Casting tolerances:** +/- 0.03" unless otherwise specified
2) **Hole tolerances:** +0/-0.03" on diameter
3) **Material:** Metal specification ASTM A159 G3000 cast iron
4) **Unspecified fillet:** R=0.08" maximum

**SECTION B-B**

- **Wedge with tabs connects to 24x24 or 24x30 iron dome tile to create radius**
- **Rect. part slotted to receive wedge tabs**